Zama carb parts diagram

We're proud to offer the full line of Zama carburetors, Zama carburetor parts and Zama
carburetor kits. Zama is known worldwide as one of the leading manufacturers of carburetors
for small power equipment. Finding your Zama parts is easy. Use the parts diagrams below to
find your Zama part numbers. The parts diagram will open in a new window. To order, simply
enter the Zama part numbers into the search box at the top right of this page. Email: Sales
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starter Maico Start date Aug 21, Maico LawnSite Member. Location SW England. Hi everyone.
I'm a newbie here and have only posted once on a thread on a primer bulb going dry on a Stihl
trimmer. Searching throws up the fact that a lot of people have symptoms which point towards
check valve problems. The general reply is "Get a new Carb" which is the case if the check
valve is not working on the idle circuit. This is copied over from a post i made on a chainsaw
site: This has been my first experience with the notorious check valves found on newer carbs.
I've been chasing this problem on a FS trimmer for a while but luckily it has been between cuts
on Water Authority sites. Searching here didn't throw up much but these carbs are used on lots
of blowers, trimmers and smaller saws. The carb is a Zama C1Q-S34H which is fixed jet with
only what appears to be an air screw reverse thread for idle adjustment. Symptoms were hard
starting, inconsistant idle which couldn't be adjusted and would run out of fuel with an inch still
left in the tank. When operating the primer bulb you could keep pumping without it becoming
full and air bubbles were visible in the bulb. At full throttle everything was fine but as soon as
you let off it would often stop dead. New lines, primer bulb,fuel filter and a rebuild kit did
nothing. Before you do anything to a Zama carb I would recommend reading all the Service
Tips. It seems you also have to be careful with aerosol carb cleaner if directed straight into the
valve with an extension tube. Location Clovis CA. Excellent thread!! Thank you for taking the
time to post all this info. BigFish LawnSite Fanatic. Location chesapeake, va. I agree, great job!!
Location Dayton,Ohlo. Thanks for the info. Being a amateur small engine mechanic it's nice to
have one more option in my repertoire. Location Cape Charles, VA. Excellent step by step post.
Location MS. A main nozzle check valve prevents air from entering the carb on idle. When faulty
the unit idles poorly and dies on acceleration. There are two main types: mechanical like this
one and capillary screen. Note: only butterfly carbs need check valves, another reason why I
prefer barrel carbs. Location Monmouth Cty N. The check valves, idle and main, prevent air from
entering the metering chamber when using the primer. Any carb with a primer has check valves.
They serve no other purpose. Would it then follow that if you are getting air in the primer bulb
when attempting to prime the engine, despite the fuel filter being immersed completely in fuel,
that the check valve has gone bad? Any way to know which check valve? I see Maico describing
putting a piece of hose over the check valve and alternatively blowing and sucking, but I'm not
clear on how you get that piece of hose to seal over the check valve. Location Austin Texas
Either way a faulty main valve will allow the purge bulb to suck air through the nozzle rather

than fuel from the tank. And yes you can check a mechanical main valve with a piece of hose.
Not so with a screen valve, these really can't go wrong other than plugging up which would
cause other problems. Of course you could stop fiddling and get a new carb. You must log in or
register to reply here. Shopping cart. Lawn Mower Parts and Equipment Since ! DIY Blog. Home
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Manuals-Diagrams. Zama Technical Guides. Get Help! Recommend This Page. Tell a Friend
"Two Oregon 9" edger blades. Could not be found locally in South Florida. Thanks for having
them at a great price. A very easy transaction. Would recommend Lawnmowerpros. Thanks
again," - David B. A reliable seller" - Tony "Thank you so much. It's rare to find good service like
this. I appreciate it. Your kind of service is exceptional! I waited over 4 months for my local
repair shop to get the part and they ended up with the wrong one. Next time I will do it myself.
For 2-cycle engines, there are two major carburetor designs worth discussing, each with a
different fuel routing orientation : carburetors with the primer bulb built on top of the carburetor
"local primer" carburetors carburetors that have primer assemblies built separately from the
carburetor "remote primer" carburetors We explain the steps to determine the correct fuel line
routing below for both types of 2-cycle engine carburetors. To get started with your repair, find
replacement fuel lines for your engine by typing its model number in the model number search
field at the top of this page. Fuel Line Routing for "Local Primer" 2-Cycle Engine Carburetors It
is a common problem to forget the orientation of fuel lines after removing them, especially since
manufacturers generally do not mark which is the incoming and outgoing fuel ports on their
carburetors. For this 2-stroke engine carburetor design, the primer bulb is built on top of the
assembly. The bulb pulls fuel through the filtered fuel line and into the carburetor and then it
also pushes it out of the carburetor and out the unfiltered return line. With correct fuel line
installation , fuel is pulled in through the line with the fuel filter and pushed out out the
unfiltered return line. After mixing up the fuel line orientation, performing a test is the only way
to make sure that the lines are installed correctly. Install the lines and test the orientation. Make
a guess and install the lines on the carburetor. Test the orientation of the fuel lines by placing
the ends of both lines in 2-cycle fuel never water and then prime the bulb. If fuel is pushed out
of the unfiltered line, then the orientation was guessed correctly and the test is complete. If
bubbles emerge from the line with the fuel filter pictured above , then the lines were installed
incorrectly, must be switched, and then tested again. Reverse the lines and perform the test
again if needed. In the event that bubbles emerge from the fuel filter during the test, reverse the
lines and perform the test again. Bubbles out the unfiltered return line verify that the new fuel
line placement is correct. The fuel line routing for these "remote primer"carburetors is just a
little more complex than the routing of local primer carburetors because of the addition of a
third line. The important thing to remember with remote primer carburetors is that the primer
assembly needs to pull fuel through the carburetor , not push the fuel into the carburetor. The
diagram above represents the correct flow of fuel through a remote primer carburetor. To
determine the correct fuel line routing for remote primer carburetors, follow the steps below.
Test the primer assembly. Fuel only flows one way through primer assemblies. So, the first step
in determining the overall fuel line routing in this type of carburetor is to determine which are
the input and output sides of the primer. Attach fuel lines to the primer assembly, submerge
both lines in some 2-cycle fuel, and prime the bulb. Bubbles will emerge from the fuel line
attached to the outgoing side of the primer--the return line--meaning that fuel is being pulled
through the line that is not producing bubbles. The line not producing bubbles is the one that
must be attached to the carburetor, since fuel must be pulled through the carburetor and into
the primer bulb. Test the fuel line routing with the carburetor. Attach the incoming line on the
primer assembly to one of the ports on the carburetor and attach a third fuel line to the other
carburetor fuel line port. Submerge the ends of both fuel lines in some 2-cycle fuel and test the
line configuration by depressing the primer bulb. If the primer bulb becomes stuck or returns
very slowly after being depressed pictured above , then the line configuration was guessed
incorrectly and the test must be conducted again. If the primer bulb sticks or returns slowly in
the first test, switch the positions of the fuel lines on the carburetor and perform the test again.
Bubbles will emerge from the primer assembly's return line when the line routing is correct. If
the primer assembly return line is lifted out of the fuel while priming, fuel will be seen squirting
from the line. Start your fuel line repair by viewing the parts page for your gas equipment
product. Enter your product's model number in the search field at the top of this page, or visit

use the part finder on our website's Home Page. Join our VIP Email list. Shopping Cart. Submit
Search. Sign in Sign in with Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart. Restore a saved
shopping cart. Preferred Partners of. Repair Center. Why Read This Article? Fix mixed-up fuel
lines fast. Steps to determine line routing. Save time on common repair issue. Mixing up fuel
lines is a common repair setback. We'll discuss fuel line routing for two different carburetor
designs. Fuel should be pulled through the filtered line. Always use 2-cycle fuel for this test. If
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bles emerge from the filter, switch the lines an repeat the test. Bubbles will come out the
unfiltered line with a correct test. Three fuel lines are involved in this design. Fuel should be
pulled through the carburetor, not pushed. Test the primer bulb assembly. Determine which are
the incoming and outgoing sides of the primer assembly. Install the fuel lines and test the
orientation. Attach the incoming primer fuel line to the carburetor. If the primer sticks or returns
slowly, reverse the lines and repeat the test. This article explains simple procedures to
determine the correct fuel line routing for any 2-cycle engine carburetor. Fuel lines need to
come off of a carburetor for a number of repairs and maintenance procedures, and it's easy to
mix up the routing of the fuel lines after removing them. Sign up. Thank you! Your email, , has
been added to our mailing list. We were unable to add your email to our mailing list. Millions of
Parts From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer Service.

